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Introduction
Money laundering remains one of the key challenges
of the digital age. If you’re reading this paper, you most
likely know the headline statistics. That criminals launder
an estimated €4tn every year.1 That only between 1-2%
of this is successfully identified, prosecuted and confiscated. That, if unstopped, this money will go on to fund
some of society’s worst ills – including the trafficking of
drugs, armaments, even humans.
With 70% of the proceeds from these predicate
crimes flowing through conventional banking systems2,
for those of us working in the financial sector the need
to do better has never been so apparent. Which always
begs the question, in 2021: why hasn’t this been solved?
From the regulatory perspective, laws designed to
prevent or curtail money-laundering have never been so
wide-reaching. Financial institutions, for their part, are
spending literally hundreds of billions a year to combat it.
And then there’s the emergence of game-changing new
privacy-enhancing technologies. So again, the question:
why hasn’t this been solved?
It’s true that criminals are becoming increasingly
more organised, more sophisticated in their methods and
technologies. And then there are the new mechanisms
the market is providing to help them remain seemingly
always one-step ahead – instant payments, pseudonymous crypto assets, and thousands of new, emerging
fintechs through which to funnel “dirty” money.
So what hope is there for the good guys; the born
crime-fighters? And what will it take to wrestle the
advantage back from the criminals?
In this paper, we’re excited to share with you some
preliminary findings from an initiative that could hold the
key to resolving such questions.
The AML Bridge Estonia pilot is still in its formative
stages. But simply by existing it validates a pathway
towards a new compliance approach – one that could
greatly improve the sector’s crime-fighting impact.

1
2

It takes a village to raise a child. The AML Bridge
Estonia pilot would not have been possible without the
tremendous leadership from within the Estonian finance
community. To the four banks involved – Swedbank
Estonia, SEB Estonia, Luminor and LHV – we salute your
forward thinking. To staff from the Ministry of Finance,
the Financial Supervision and Resolution Authority, Data
Protection Inspectorate, and Financial Intelligence Unit,
we thank you for your invaluable insights, as well as
representatives from the Estonian Banking Association.
If this pilot proves successful, it’s due to the tireless work
of many.
Estonia is the perfect microcosm in which to validate a potential blueprint from pan-European FinCrime
intelligence sharing. That the nation saw its fair share
of AML challenges recently was well documented. But
the response to this, from the entire Estonian financial
community, has been nothing short of inspirational. In
2007 Estonia was the first nation to suffer cyber-attacks
at a level equal to a cyber war. In response, Tallinn is now
home to NATO’s Cooperative Cyber Defence Centre of
Excellence. In the same way, now Estonia stands to be
a leader in the field of AML-deterrence and crime-prevention.
At Salv, we started with a few simple hypotheses. We
wanted to then validate these and test them with empirical evidence. The project remains ongoing, but if you’re
looking for insights that could help detail the pathway
ahead – please, read on.

Taavi Tamkivi
Salv CEO and co-founder

United Nations Office on Drugs and Crime, (2011), Estimate Illicit Financial Flows report, 5
Ibid, 5
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The promise of intelligence sharing
in AML/CFT

The crux of the matter is understanding how to get the right information
in a timely manner to the appropriate people to get the correct decision,
including providing insight, data and intelligence to law enforcement. That
would require an operating model and a framework that are more agile and
complex than the ones in use today.
Centre for European Policy Studies,
AML Taskforce Report

The current state of affairs
As the former head of Europol, Sir Rob Wainwright,
observed at a recent industry conference, the compliance sector is experiencing “systemic failure”.3
According to the latest industry analysis, financial
institutions are currently spending in excess of €150bn
annually4 to meet compliance expectations, with that
figure expected to boom in coming years as the Asia-Pacific region and United States follow Europe’s investment
lead.
With three new AML directives in as many years, the
European Commission has substantially expanded the
scope and depth of the AML regulatory environment.
Everybody from real estates to notaries are now included
alongside financial institutions in the bid to prevent illicit
proceeds passing through licit business processes.
And yet, a recent survey of industry leaders suggested
that between 85-95% still didn’t believe current
processes were effective in preventing financial crime.5

3

Even with a concerted effort to improve information
sharing avenues between financial institutions and law
enforcement agencies, the current process of “suspicious activity reports” (SARs) filing is failing to provide
“operational value to active law enforcement investigations”. An estimated 80-90% do not lead to investigations, meaning that the successful prosecution and
seizure rate of “dirty” money remains around 1.1%.6
If the compliance sector is to move the dial dramatically – not from 1% to 2%, or from 2% to 4%, but from
1% to 10% (or even 20%!) then a major new approach
is required.

Wainwright, R., (2021), FinCrime World Forum, keynote address

4

LexisNexis, (2020), True Cost of Financial Crime Compliance Global Report, 7

5

RUSI, (2017), The Role of Financial Information-Sharing Partnerships in the Disruption of Crime, ix

6

Ibid, ix
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An idea from the “too hard” basket
FATF, the global standards-setter for AML/CTF, has
been talking about intelligence sharing for many years.
This isn’t a radical idea. This isn’t a novel idea. It’s simply
an idea that’s been left in the “too hard” basket for over
a decade, with obstacles ranging from data protection,
security challenges, or legal uncertainty offered as
reasons to prevent its implementation.
But the need for information sharing is as pressing
as ever. As long as financial institutions continue to
operate in silos it will be impossible to piece together
the evidence required to prosecute sophisticated money
laundering schemes. Collaboration – across institutions, across national borders and legal jurisdictions – is
required to assemble the necessary intelligence.
Information sharing is a solution that has worked for
decades in other domains – for example: credit bureaus.
The vast majority of countries around the world have
found evaluating credit worthiness an essential component of a well-functioning financial system, in fact
outside a handful of badly undeveloped or autocratic
nations, few operate without them.

networks to distribute information on the latest criminal patterns, tools and techniques for much of the past
decade, with public bodies such as the FBI and the UK’s
Defence Cyber Protection Partnership actively driving
collaboration between law enforcement agencies and
private companies.7
Could the financial industry draw inspiration from
either of these sectors?

The benefits of intelligence sharing – who
wins from better collaboration
It is Salv’s strong belief that intelligence sharing will
come to play a vital role in allowing financial institutions
and supervisory and law enforcement authorities to
better deploy resources on a risk- and intelligence-based
approach, and to develop new ways to combat money
laundering.
• Regulators: both on a global and national level
win as they can more easily ensure financial
transparency and better safeguard the
integrity of the overall financial system.
• Law enforcement: benefits from more timely
and effective intelligence sharing between
the private and public sector – making sure
more suspicious activities actually end in
prosecution.
• Customers: win when their financial
institutions know more quickly who’s truly
suspicious and who’s not. Onerous and
repetitive KYC processes can be reduced for
customers who show no signs of AML risk
across the financial system.

Figure 1.
Credit bureaus have become near ubiquitous in the digital
age; data source: UN, (2015), Doing Business report.
In cybersecurity as well, information sharing plays
a critical role in building global resilience to ever-more
sophisticated criminal attacks. Through a concerted
effort by industry leaders, the sector has built trusted

7

• Our societies: in general win, when more
illicit funds are intercepted and confiscated,
and criminal activity is disrupted – reducing
costs associated with reactionary compliance
systems and meaning confiscated funds can
be redirected to social goods like health or
education.

i.e. Abbate, P., (2021), Boston Conference on Cyber Security address
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The gains for financial institutions
As evidenced by the present global compliance
spend, it is financial institutions that currently bear the
greatest costs, and risks – but without effectiveness.
Intelligence sharing on a regional (even global) scale
will involve considerable effort in the short term, but it
would certainly deliver major gains in the long term. For
instance:

there are multi-layered, multi-dimensional obstacles,
that more often than not need to be solved simultaneously. We will explore these in greater detail during the
Conclusion section, but it is worth keeping these challenges in mind as we examine the AML Bridge Estonia
pilot case study in closer detail.

• Improved regulatory risk management: as
demonstrated by the record €26bn fines8 handed
down over the past decade, being deemed
non-compliant is a serious risk. By sharing
intelligence, banks shift from passive compliance
to active crime-fighting. This is no longer playing
catch up, it’s getting ahead of the game.
• Reduced costs and increased automation:
by sharing intelligence via formalised, fullycompatible platforms, institutions can eliminate
large amounts of manual input for staff,
redirecting them to more worthy work.
• Better crime-prevention outcomes: as more
financial institutions share more FinCrime
intelligence the network grows exponentially; as
does the crime-disruption potential.
• Reputational/brand improvement: fewer
customers undergoing lengthy due diligence
processes or transaction delays of days, even
weeks, equals better customer approval ratings,
which equals larger customer bases, which
equals a better bottom line.

The “Catch”
Look only at the benefits, and you’d be thinking: when
can we start. But as always with complex challenges
(and complex technological solutions) the future benefits come with a string of present caveats. And many
of these are non-trivial barriers that have previously
prevented intelligence sharing from becoming widespread throughout the financial sector.
From a legal, security or data-protection perspective

8

Lanjudkar, P. & Borasi, P., (2018), Allied Market Research AML Software report, 5
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Case study:
AML Bridge Estonia pilot

Estonia is well-known in the world as a digital country. Therefore, it is natural
that we also see great potential in innovation and new security technologies
in preventing money laundering. The AML Bridge Estonia pilot is one that
has the potential to be successful more widely across Europe.
Märten Ross, Deputy Secretary-General,
Financial Policy and External Relations

AML Bridge: participants and goals
In October 2020, Estonia’s financial leaders agreed
to initiate a countrywide AML intelligence sharing
project. Representatives from the nation’s four largest
banks – Swedbank Estonia, SEB Estonia, Luminor and
LHV (representing a 90% share of the domestic market)
– joined forces with regtech company Salv to create a
platform for secure FinCrime intelligence sharing.
The pilot was initiated with the full support of Estonia’s Financial Supervision and Resolution Authority
(FSA), Data Protection Inspectorate (DPI), and Financial
Intelligence Unit (FIU). Both the pilot initiative and the
platform created for it came to be known as: AML Bridge.
At the beginning of the pilot, three major questions

were identified as criteria by which to evaluate the
program’s eventual success or failure. They were:
• Legal: is AML intelligence sharing between
banks possible within the Estonian regulatory
framework?
• Technical: can an AML intelligence sharing
platform provide the necessary security and
privacy safeguards for Estonian banks?
• Business: does AML intelligence sharing help to
solve a key problem for Estonian banks?
Salv’s working hypothesis is that the answer to all
three questions can be “yes”. But for the pilot to be
deemed a success this still requires to be fully validated.

Figure 2.
Bank CEOs and leaders of the AML Bridge
Estonia pilot.
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The pilot progress
1
setting up the
governance
model

2
defining the
first use cases

3

4

clarifying
the legal and
contractual
framework

building the
technology

5
testing and
analysing the
first results

6
conclude
the pilot
and present
findings

Figure 3.
AML Bridge Estonia pilot
progress

Step 1: setting up the governance model
One of the first steps for the project was to agree
upon how the pilot would be managed, what its concrete
goals would be, and who the stakeholders would be that
would contribute to its successful delivery.
Three stakeholder groups were identified: banks
would highlight the practical issues with current information sharing methods and tools, Salv would build the
technological solution, and the regulators and advisors
(FSA, DPI, FIU) would provide feedback and guidance,
relative to their areas of particular expertise.
Two working groups (see the Governance model)
would oversee project activity – the active working
group, consisting of Salv AML Bridge product team
members and AML specialists from participating banks;
and the steering group, where Salv team members would
communicate with banks’ decision makers (MLROs) and
regulators.
A two-level system would ensure that:

• Salv’s product team has real-time relevant input
from the future users of the product and can
quickly acquire the necessary feedback and
approvals.
• Key decision makers are kept up to date each
week by the active working group, but don’t need
to commit so much time, allowing them to make
quick and well-informed decisions regarding the
overall course of the project.

Observation: the clear governance model
has helped the pilot to move fast and to ensure
all parties have what they need to deliver on time
from their side. Consistent bi-weekly working
group lunches also helped various stakeholders
stay in-sync, as well as providing a forum to
identify significant barriers to resolve within
parallel processes.

What is AML Bridge?
AML Bridge is an information and data-exchange platform that enables financial
institutions to fight crime more effectively. The platform helps banks to exchange and
enrich data on bad actors, enabling one another to strengthen their respective AML
efforts. It is secure and fully-compliant with the latest data protection regulations. As a
result, AML Bridge can help financial institutions proactively co-operate across borders,
across legal jurisdictions, and against transnational criminal networks.
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Figure 4.
Governance model

Step 2: defining the first use cases
There is an ever-expanding list of possible use cases
of how intelligence sharing can greatly aid the compliance departments of financial institutions. A preliminary
evaluation by Salv found at least 15 potential use cases –
this list was then validated with the four Estonian banks,
and graded against the three core criteria: legal, technical, and business. From this, it emerged that there was
one use case that was repeatedly identified by banks as
a particular sore spot: Requests for Information (RFIs).
Many banks are already exchanging RFIs. But the
current practices are often informal (i.e. not ideal from
a data-protection or security perspective), suffer single
points of failure (i.e. can end up languishing in unchecked
inboxes), are generally slow, not user-friendly, and involve

communicative systems that are often not compatible
with one another.
Finding a fast, secure and reliable technical solution
for RFI communication was therefore identified as a key
priority of the AML Bridge project – providing the four
banks involved with the means to exchange necessary
information via formal (i.e. secure and fully compliant),
auditable, eventually automatable, processes. A case
management and prioritisation capacity was also identified as a key priority, to ensure good customers would
no longer endure undue inconvenience due to inefficient
communicative practices. Salv was tasked therefore with
developing the technical solution to meet these technical, legal and business requirements.

What are RFIs?
Banks frequently need to exchange information about their incoming/outgoing
payments with other institutions to clear potential fraud or AML suspicions. Which
means that until the information is received, the payment in question will not be
completed. This frequently leads to delays with payment processing, holds up ongoing
investigations, adversely affects the efficiency of the team, and ultimately the experience (and sometimes the cost) for the customers involved.

7
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In addition to these baseline functions, banks
expressed the strong interest that by allowing RFIs to
be processed faster (and thus AML suspicions to be
cleared or confirmed more swiftly), AML Bridge would
deliver concrete crime-disruptive outcomes. With all
these factors in mind therefore, RFIs were chosen as the
initial use case to build the AML Bridge platform for, and
to test against.

Observation: the process of identifying and
agreeing upon a first use case was incredibly valuable.
Some parties were eager to show greater ambition
(to move towards data pooling or joint-transaction
monitoring, for example) in the hope of demonstrating
a stronger business case by pilot’s end, while others
were concerned by the volumes of data exchange
involved in these more complex use cases. RFIs as a first
use case therefore represented a win-win. RFIs require
little personally identifiable information (PII), but the
potential for automation (preliminary analysis suggests
up to 60% of requests could soon be automated)
means the business gains become considerable.

Step 3: clarifying the legal and contractual
framework
In the event of a security or privacy breach compromising the personal identification information of thousands of customers, who should bear ultimate responsibility? What would the maximum liability be for either
the banks, as data controller, or Salv as the service
provider and data processor? And what would the cost
of insurance be for either parties?
These are just some of a host of questions that can
emerge during a pilot such as AML Bridge, which after
all is using previously unconfirmed software, in legal and
regulatory environments that have no test cases, explicit
guidelines or precedents to offer a definitive framework.

Clarifying the regulatory framework
AML Bridge lies in the middle of three equally important and complex legislations – the Bank Secrecy Act
(BSA), Europe’s General Data Protection Regulation

(GDPR), and other existing AML/CFT laws as recognised by the European Court of Justice. For the platform
to be successful, it needs to appropriately adhere to all
three regulations.
In order to clarify more specifically what is possible
within the current Estonian legal framework, the pilot
engaged closely with local law firms to ensure each of
the chosen use cases was legally compliant. Extensive
consultation was also undertaken with the relevant
regulatory authorities, including the FSA, DPI and FIU –
who have been instrumental in helping clarify additional
questions and concerns.
From the regulatory perspective, it was concluded
that the respective use cases (RFIs to begin with) for
intelligence sharing are legally compliant: if the banks
themselves can explain clearly what kind of data would
be shared, with whom, and for what kind of AML/CFT
purposes.

Observation: a key challenge remains that although
banks themselves have the power to determine what
constitutes the necessary and proportionate use of
customer data, considerable encouragement and
motivation is required, with the help of regulators,
to facilitate such data sharing. As AML Bridge is a
pathbreaking solution, there is no industry benchmark
in place to draw upon. A clearer industry-wide guideline
for AML intelligence sharing therefore would definitely
help to clarify the legal framework.

Setting up the contractual framework
Having clarified the legal framework surrounding
the appropriate applications of AML Bridge, the next
step was to prepare the contractual basis for multi-bank
intelligence sharing. Again, as there is no ready industry
standard upon which to rely, this has involved an extensive process of consultation and discussion with key
stakeholders within each respective bank. Data Protection Officers, Information Security Officers, IT integration
teams, MLROs and even CEOs all needed to understand
firstly the strategic goals of the pilot, but also agree upon
the scope of the data sharing, and the responsibilities
and liabilities of each party.
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Observation: that AML Bridge would require a
complex technical solution was anticipated, but that
the Estonia pilot would present considerable legal
complexities was perhaps under-anticipated. Given
the variety of stakeholders involved, many operating
in highly specialised fields, this has been an incredibly
fruitful and positive learning experience for all parties
– furthermore, the significant labour dedicated at this
stage of the pilot will greatly inform and help validate
future (and more complex) use cases.

requiring close attention from multiple stakeholders to
ensure the best possible outcomes, from a technical and
a business/legal perspective.

Step 4: building the technology
While Salv’s engineering team had already begun on
the preliminary prototype of the platform, with the first
use case agreed and the legal and contractual bases clarified, the path was clear to ramp up building the technology.
Secure messaging programs exist in various forms,
but adapting a platform to the specific needs of financial institutions requires detailed finetuning. With automation as a clear end target, providing the appropriate
structure to ensure data consistency is crucial, whilst
also balancing this against the flexibility required for
various messaging use cases.
Again, at this stage a host of questions present themselves; how do you reconcile the need to make messages
recallable or deletable against the requirements of robust
auditability? What are the various user access requirements, and how do you balance these against security
or data protection obligations? Many of these questions
necessarily include legal or contractual considerations,

Figure 5.
AML Bridge Estonia pilot product prototype screenshots

Key elements of the technology:
• the platform supports secure team-to-team correspondence
• the data exchanged on the platform utilises password-based encryption,
two-factor authentication, and other security measures
• banks can decide on the format or the messages – fixed or free format
• for auditability purposes the platform logs all critical activities

9
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For example, an encryption solution involving multiparty computation would deliver the optimal long-term
results from a privacy perspective, but could pose serious
challenges integrating this with banks’ existing structures. While this would be desired in a use case such as
joint-transaction monitoring (where a larger volume of
customer PII would be required), for an initial use case
such as RFIs this would introduce unnecessary complications for banks, when a normal bank-grade SaaS solution would suffice.

Observation: given the potential complexity of
technical solutions (especially considering the potential
of new privacy-enhancing technologies to be utilised in
an AML capacity) Salv’s engineering team consciously
prioritised simpler initial solutions – with a priority
given to small iterative adjustments that would deliver
results more immediately, but with more sophisticated
solutions in mind as ultimate endpoints.

Step 5: testing and analysing the first results
At the time of writing (mid April), the four banks
are just beginning to use the AML Bridge platform. The
testing phase has been set to last 90 days after the first
RFI message is sent via the platform, meaning banks
will use and test the platform for two to three months,
utilising real data, and providing relevant real-time feedback on the technology from an operational perspective.

Step 6: conclude the pilot and present
findings
With the first “live” messages about to be sent,
the pilot is on track to conclude during the European
summer. Once there is sufficient data to analyse, the
three core criteria (legal, technical, and business) will
be evaluated, and conclusions will be offered as to the
success or failure of the pilot initiative. Key findings will
also be drawn, and the four banks involved will determine if they see a genuine business case for continuing
to validate further use-cases using AML Bridge.
Based on preliminary interest from several of the
participating banks, Salv has already begun parallel
discussions – both with the banks, and with other interested parties outside of the initial pilot – to assess the
feasibility of implementing more ambitious next steps
for data pooling and joint transaction monitoring in the
second half of 2021.

10
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Beyond the pilot – building a
global crime-fighting network

We need to break down the barriers to more effective information sharing,
including the myths and realities that remain around tipping off and data
protection. None of this is new, but I’ve never seen such a strong appetite
and consensus to get it done combined with the ready availability of the tools
and technology to do it.
David Lewis, Financial Action Task Force
(FATF) Executive Secretary

For many in the Estonian finance community, the
AML Bridge Estonia pilot is just the beginning. Despite
the timely progress made through the preliminary steps
outlined above, ambitions remain far greater.
It is Salv’s goal that by the end of 2022, banks across
Europe will be sending hundreds, perhaps even thousands of messages to each other, every month, via AML
Bridge. By 2025, we expect to progress this number into
the millions.
Should that mark be reached, the impact in terms of
reducing the volume of financial crime flowing through
Europe could be massive. But more importantly, by
preventing that money from continuing to fund the predicate crimes it currently enables, AML Bridge could have
a profound effect in terms of crime-disruption.

For financial institutions that embrace this new technology the benefits will be game-changing. A dramatically reduced risk of AML fines or reputation-damaging
scandals; a reduction in operational costs; and a major
reduction of delays for customers.
As mentioned in the introduction, Salv has two key
hypotheses we’re currently testing:
1.	 Intelligence sharing at scale, primarily between
financial institutions, will tip the balance in the
fight against financial crime.
Here the operative phrase is “at scale” – which is not
only essential, but also where things get more complex.

Figure 6. AML Bridge Estonia pilot scale
Initially
Automation & integration
Geographic coverage
AML signals
Institution types
Collaborative
crime-fighting impact

Soon

Eventually

Fully manual, no integration

Partially automated, fully integrated

Fully automated, fully integrated

Estonia

Add Baltics + UK

Add rest of Europe and beyond

3x negative signals

Add 5-10 positive and negative signals

Add 30+ positive, negative and informative signals

Only banks

Add FinTechs, PSPs, MSBs and FIUs

Add DNFBPs

tens of investigations per week

millions of investigations per week
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The best technology in the world is useless if it only
exists in the research lab. There are several dimensions
to AML Bridge that need to be “scaled up”, as seen in
Figure 6.

The options for next steps remain incredibly exciting.
Figure 7 depicts just a taster of potential use cases
considered for AML Bridge upon the conclusion of the
Estonia pilot.

Which then leads to the second key hypothesis:

Salv’s experience, helping to build up financial crime
technologies within organisations like Skype and Wise
(formerly TransferWise), is that it’s far better to start
from something small, and iterate towards a more ambitious target. We’ve therefore purposely made the initial
AML Bridge implementation:

Salv has purposely chosen to build from a solid
foundation – and one that will support rapid growth
in the future. As the capabilities of AML Bridge
grow, as the network and diversity of financial institutions grow, as systems start talking to systems
automatically, we will make rapid progress towards
our stated objective: by 2025, Salv believes millions
of crime-fighting investigations will be aided,
perhaps even triggered, by intelligence exchanged
via AML Bridge.

• as technically simple as possible (although it
remains very complex)
• in as small a market as possible (one single
regulatory regime, geographically concentrated
to enable fast collaboration)
• for one type of institution (banks)
• to solve one small problem (one-to-one
messages)
Figure 7.
Multiple use cases where data exhange would help

PEP/RCA
Mark the status of a
client as Relative or
Close Associate of
PEP

IBAN

Documents

Mark that you
concluded the IBAN
owner was suspicious

Share beneficial
transaction documents
from an entity

Offboarded
Share which
entities you
offboarded and
why

SOW/SOF
Share source
of wealth and
source of funds
documents

SAR
Mark that your
investigation found
the entity was
suspicious

UBOs
Share the ultimate
beneficial owners after
your investigation
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2.	 The fastest way to implement FinCrime
intelligence sharing at scale is to start small,
and constantly iterate.
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Conclusion
The idea of intelligence sharing in AML/CTF has by
now become so obvious an answer it almost gets overlooked in the rush for a “new” silver bullet solution. After
all, with a “return on investment” of around 1-2% there’s
little wonder key standard-setters like FATF, political
entities like the European Commission, and industry
leaders continue to call for a radical shift to the way
compliance is presently conducted.
The execution of an intelligence sharing platform is
however where things get complex. That’s no surprise –
this is precisely why historically a market-ready solution
has not yet emerged.
There are a whole variety of complicated, interrelated elements that make FinCrime intelligence sharing
challenging. Indulge us a moment, and imagine that Salv
possesses some kind of a machine to move financial

crime data, at scale, between institutions. It’s a miraculous machine, but as figure 8 shows, there are many
different gears, and they all have to be turning simultaneously, otherwise you cannot get the machine turning.
It’s not enough just to change regulations; or to adopt
game-changing privacy-enhancing technologies – all of
the individual component parts have to be operating
in parallel, simultaneously, or the machine grinds to a
halt. While many groups of crime-fighters have focused
extensively on certain gears individually, we need to
recognise that these isolated component parts must be
considered as part of a greater whole.
This has been a chief observation and recommendation so far from the past 6-12 months during the AML
Bridge Estonia pilot.

Figure 8. Successful execution of the pilot is dependent on many interrelated components

Privacy Enhancing Technologies (PETs):
Product development
Data protection regulations
Stakeholder relations

Information security
Existing AML regulations

Proving benefit

Data quality
Contract negotiations
IT integration
Public interest
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The individual components that make up
the whole
Privacy Enhancing Technologies (PETs): the potential of PETs, as demonstrated in the military or healthcare sectors, is fast becoming apparent for an AML/CTF
application. As a new technology however performance
challenges remain, especially at scale, and integration
with existing legacy systems will not be a trivial process.
Data protection regulations: the GDPR offers incredible benefits for European citizens. In theory, it harmonises and clarifies. In practice, it presently still frustrates
and confuses financial institutions, as well as financial
supervisory authorities and financial intelligence units.
This shouldn’t be the case, but until its precepts have
been tested in court many stakeholders will remain
tentative and risk averse.
Existing AML regulations: thanks to clear high-level
guidance from FATF and the European AML directives,
what kind of data can be shared, by whom, and with
whom is becoming more apparent. When this translates
to EU-member level legislation though, often specific
guidance is still required.
Information security: given the major reputational
damage (and cost) that could follow the exposure of PII
(Personal Identifiable Information) through a security
breach, financial institutions rightly set extremely high
information security standards. But a completely walled
off in-house IT system is incompatible with the moving
of sensitive data between institutions. Delicate compromises that enable the latter but do not compromise the
former are required.
Data quality: smart decisions cannot be made with
poor-quality data, especially when it comes to PETs and
sophisticated encryption-decryption processes. Ensuring
data quality therefore requires its own processes, guidelines, safeguards and technical restrictions.
IT integration: to stop crime requires a wealth of data,
and to do this efficiently requires automation. IT systems
need to upload the data upon which analysis can inform
intelligent decision making, but many in-house roadmaps are months or years long, posing challenges for
swift implementation of new systems.
Product development: considerable time is required
to fine-tune what data financial institutions want to share
and receive. Each institution has different processes, risk
tolerances, and needs, which often only emerge through
intensive product development processes.

Stakeholder relations: on paper, regulatory expectations are clear cut. But in practice, different regulatory
or political supervisory bodies have varying expectations
from financial institutions, especially when it comes to
expectations surrounding intelligence sharing. Positive
collaboration is essential from all parties.
Public interest: regular citizens, and the media, care
greatly about PII and the sharing of it. There’s an awareness building responsibility for the financial sector to
demonstrate the necessity (and proportionality) of any
data sharing, and to take serious concerns over issues
such as financial exclusion should these arise.
Proving benefit: everyone has competing priorities,
for budgets or for attention, and financial institutions
and regulators cannot wait years before receiving results.
CEO’s and key regulators have publicly committed to
sharing results, so it’s essential that clear, quantitative
benefits are made available quickly and regularly.
Contract Negotiations: contracts need to be drawn
up and signed, not just for individual financial institutions,
but for many. Each has a host of policies, processes, and
signoffs it must navigate. This takes time.

As demonstrated through the AML Bridge
Estonia pilot, many of the individual cogs have been
identified and addressed, meaning those gears are
starting to turn. But to get the entire “intelligence
sharing machine” running – and at a scale that will
become game-changing in the fight against sophisticated criminal money-laundering operations –
many more cogs need to turn faster. It is not always
the headline-grabbing areas like cryptographic
technology or major AML regulation reform that
need to progress, but often less visible issues such
as platform integration, that emerge and require
infinitely patient teams, at regtechs, at financial
institutions, at supervisory bodies, to resolve.
It is Salv’s estimation that around 80% of our
team working on the AML Bridge Estonia pilot’s
effort has gone into addressing less visible challenges such as these.
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The case for optimism
There are no shortage of challenges in making intelligence sharing a reality for financial institutions, and
at a scale necessary to generate meaningful levels of
crime-disruption. But we’ve always known this.
Estonia, as a nation, knows the price of inaction
better than most, with recent high-profile money laundering scandals prompting national-level reflection at a
political, regulatory and industry level. It is in part due to
this, and in part due to Estonia’s drive to be at the forefront of digital technologies in keeping with its emerging
status as a e-nation, that the collective will exists to drive
ambitious and pathbreaking projects such as the AML
Bridge Estonia pilot.
As a microcosm for the challenges faced across all
of Europe, Estonia is a perfect site for testing and validating ambitious pan-continental solutions: the relationships are close, the sense of purpose is unified, and the
willingness to set a new standard in AML/CTF is ironminded. Financial leaders such as the CEOs of the four
banks – Swedbank Estonia, SEB Estonia, Luminor and
LHV – involved in the AML Bridge Estonia pilot are to be
highly commended, as are representatives from the FSA,
DPI, FIU, and the Estonian Ministry of Finance and Estonian Banking Association, for their forward thinking and
pragmatism in driving this initiative. Such is the stubborn resilience of the problem of money laundering that
an equal determination is needed by financial leaders to
beat it.

By the next white paper update (expected at the
pilot’s conclusion), Salv intends to have more detailed,
granular evidence from the Estonian pilot. In the spirit
of large longitudinal programs like TMNL, JMLIT and
SAMLIT it is crucial that such learnings are shared
openly, so that Europe’s cumulative progress towards
genuine crime-disruption is as swift as possible. Success
stories such as that emerging from the Netherlands
drives all in our industry to aspire to better.
We owe that to the many millions of victims of financial crime. To those that suffer directly, and those that
suffer indirectly the ramifications of predicate crimes
going unpunished. It is our fervent and genuine hope
that in 5-10 years, the AML/CTF landscape will look
completely different. And we can’t wait to help make
that happen.
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